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FOREWORD

Certified public accountants are deeply committed to helping small
business.
CPAs work closely with their small business clients in
tax and financial planning, and, indeed, most members of the Amer
ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants are local practi
tioners who could correctly be described as small businessmen.
Small Business is important to the tax system and the economy of the
nation, and the accounting profession seeks to serve the public in
these areas through recommendations to make the tax system simpler
and more equitable for small business.
The Small Business Taxation Subcommittee of the Federal Tax Division
has made significant contributions to the improvement of the Federal
tax law.
In 1978, the principal authors of this publication wrote
a "Proposal for the Complete Revision of Subchapter S Corporation
Provisions." These recommendations have been helpful in efforts to
improve this important area of the tax law.
The simplified depre
ciation and LIFO inventory accounting proposals in "Tax Recommenda
tions to Aid Small Business" have already been the focus of legis
lative interest.

The Federal Tax Division has also published "Proposals for the Improve
ment of Subchapter K," which, if accepted, would greatly improve the
tax law for small businesses organized as partnerships.
Many of the
Division’s other tax recommendations, which are contained in the publi
cation "Recommended Tax Law Changes," would also benefit small business
The principal authors of this study were Marvin J. Dickman, William T.
Diss, and J. Fred Kubik.
The authors' technical knowledge, practical
experience, writing skills, and hard work have yielded an extremely
worthwhile series of recommendations.
Mr. Diss has particularly
contributed his many talents to the publication.
The members of the
Small Business Taxation Subcommittee and the Executive Committee of
the Federal Tax Division have been extremely helpful during the writing
of the publication.
The work of Brian Kintish and Marie Bareille as
editors has been invaluable.

"Tax Recommendations to Aid Small Business" has been approved by a
vote of two-thirds or more of the Small Business Taxation Subcommittee
and the Executive Committee of the Federal Tax Division.
As a senior
technical committee of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, the Federal Tax Division Executive Committee is authorized
to speak for the organization on Federal Tax matters.
This publica
tion, therefore, reflects the official position of the American Insti
tute of Certified Public Accountants.
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were:
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INTRODUCTION

The Senate Select Committee on Small Business has noted
that the small business community accounts for about 97

percent of all U.S. businesses, 43 percent of the gross
national product, and 48 percent of all the business output
in the country.

Small businesses provide employment for

some 55 percent of the entire private work force and serve
as the major source of new jobs.

In addition, they are

often heralded as the primary source of industrial innova

tions and inventions.
Nevertheless, in the development of our tax laws-,

Congress has paid scant attention to the specific problems
of small business.

Only once has Congress dealt with those

problems in any comprehensive fashion, and that was in 1958.

The 1958 provisions included subchapter S, which allowed
certain corporations to be taxed in a manner similar to

partnerships; sec. 1244, allowing ordinary loss treatment
on the sale or worthlessness of small business stock; an

additional first-year depreciation allowance for small busi
nesses; and an extension of time for paying estate taxes
if the estate consists largely of an interest in a closely

held business.

Although there have been certain provisions

that have substantially aided small businesses, such as
the investment tax credit, the self-employed pension plan
(H.R. 10), and the increase in corporation surtax exemptions,
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there has been no comprehensive enactment for small business

since 1958.
The need for comprehensive tax legislation directed
at small and medium-sized businesses has never been more

important than today.

The trend in recent tax legislation

has been toward more and more complexity.

Small business

is disadvantaged by this complexity and has great difficulty
learning that requirements exist, understanding them, and

complying with them.
In recent years, many prominent economists have ex

pressed increasing concern over the capital shortage facing
our country.

This shortage is particularly acute for small

businesses, which have no access to the public equity markets
and have been effectively denied access to the huge capital

source represented by the accumulated private pension funds.

Additional concerns have been expressed about the con
tinuing acquisition of the successful small business firm

by large publicly held concerns and the resulting degree
of concentration in American business ownership.

Efforts

in the small business community to resist this concentration
are being frustrated by the shortage of capital available

to small business and by tax incentives, such as the unique
ability to effect a tax-free merger with a publicly owned

company.

Other tax provisions make it difficult to retain

family ownership of a business following the death of an

owner, due to the severe cash requirements for meeting death
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tax liabilities.

The Small Business Taxation Subcommittee has studied
material obtained from small business interest groups, tax

practitioners, legislative proposals, previous AICPA tax
policy statements, and various studies prepared for the

U.S. Small Business Administration.

This review, and in

tensive discussions at subcommittee meetings, indicate that
the present income, gift, and estate tax system poses sig

nificant disadvantages for the small business enterprise
relative to the large publicly held enterprise.

The sub

committee’s recommendations have been adopted as AICPA policy
by the Federal Tax Division.

We believe that these legis

lative proposals will serve to remove certain major roadblocks

to neutrality and simplification in the taxation of small

businesses.

The proposals will encourage the continuation

of small businesses and assist in meeting their capital

needs.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS

This report is the product of a three-year review of

tax matters that particularly concern small business.

During

this period the subcommittee considered many proposals, and

one of its more difficult tasks was the selection of a limited
number of areas in which meaningful recommendations could

be developed.
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1.

Definition of SBE.

Most discussions of this nature begin

with an examination of possible definitions of small busi
ness , and this report is no exception.

We caution the reader

against trying to arrive at the definition.

Clearly, there

is no single definition with which everyone will agree.

Nonetheless, we do offer what is, for the purpose of this
report, a useful working definition.
on two major characteristics:

We have concentrated

an entrepreneurial flavor

(that is, a pattern in which the ownership and management
groups are substantially identical)
to capital markets.

and an absence of access

Superimposed over this pattern are

certain size tests to exclude "big" businesses, but we are

willing to let some larger entities fall within the defini
tion rather than impose narrow limitations.

As much as possible, we refer to the small business
enterprise without regard to its legal form of organization
as a proprietorship, partnership, or corporation.

2.

Capital formation.

Capital formation recommendations

concern the tax treatment of losses to mitigate the sig
nificant risk factors inherent in most small business invest

ments.

Several recommendations concern the severe restric

tions on investing pension and profit-sharing fund assets.

Also, we endorse the current proposal for creation of a
new type of security, the small business participating
debenture, with characteristics of both debt and equity.
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3.

Tax deferred sale of SBE investment.

In recent years

a number of proposals have been advanced concerning the

deferral of gain on the sale of a small business.

The prime

technical issue is the present tax law's bias in favor of
a major publicly held corporation, which can acquire the

small business in a transaction qualifying as a tax-free
reorganization.

It is often proposed that a similar "tax-

free" result should be obtained if the seller reinvests
his proceeds in another small business.

Our proposal endorses

that concept but also provides for a tax-free result if

the sold business remains a small business enterprise.
Either approach encourages the continued viability of privately
held businesses.
4.

Continuity of ownership.

We offer a number of recommenda

tions to ease the liquidity problems that arise when a small
business comprises a major segment of an estate.
include

(1)

These

adoption of a uniform eligibility test for the

ten-year estate tax installment payment plan and for the
death tax stock redemption and (2)

removal of the stock

ownership attribution rules regarding other stock redemp

tions from a decedent's estate.
5.

Neutrality and simplification.

Finally, we address

the area of neutrality and simplification through proposals
for simplified systems of LIFO inventory and depreciation.
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In practice, the LIFO method and the ADR depreciation benefits
are generally not available to small businesses, not because
of any statutory prohibition, but simply because owners

of these businesses lack the managerial and economic resources
to take advantage of them.

The proposals would eliminate

the complexities that serve as roadblocks to more favorable
tax reporting.

Certain items are conspicuously absent from this report.
Obviously, there is much support in the small business com
munity for overall rate reductions, but we did not believe
it appropriate to address the question of tax rates because
this involves economic and political issues that affect

all elements of our society.
DEFINITION OF A SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE

Recommendations
The income tax proposals in this report relate solely
to the small business firm, which is an operating concern
that is controlled by entrepreneur and employee investors

and that has no outstanding debt or equity securities issued

in a public offering.

Such an entity must not be suscep

tible to "tax shelter" abuse, and it should satisfy size
tests that accommodate small business firms in particular

industries.

A business enterprise meets this definition

if it satisfies the following criteria:

6

1.

Organization form and ownership.
enterprise

The small business

(SBE) may be a proprietorship, partnership,

or corporation, but more than 50 percent of its equity
value must be owned (directly or by attribution)

by

direct investors or by employee or former employee

investors.
a.

Direct investor.

A qualifying direct investor is (1)

an individual, an individual’s grantor trust, a dece

dent's estate, or an employee retirement trust that owns,
directly or indirectly, 10 percent or more of
the business entity's equity or

investment company (SBIC)

(2)

a small business

that directly owns 10

percent or more of the business enterprise equity.
The attribution rules of sec. 318—after substituting
10 percent for 50 percent ownership and adding a

sec. 401 trust as a related taxpayer—should apply.

b.

Employee investor.

A qualifying employee investor is

an individual who, except for the minimum age requirement,

would be eligible under ERISA rules to participate
in a tax-qualified retirement plan offered by either

the investee business enterprise or a common-control
affiliated employer

(as defined in sec. 414 of

the Internal Revenue Code).
2.

Independent private concern.

An SBE must not have

outstanding debt or equity securities sold in a public

offering under the 1933 Securities Act or have outstanding
7

securities registered under the 1934 Securities and

Exchange Act.

In addition, the small business enter

prise must not be a member of a controlled group

of corporations of which any member has outstanding
securities registered under the securities acts.

If

both incorporated and unincorporated firms are held

under common control, the ERISA common-control employer
definition, after substituting 80 percent for 50 percent

ownership, should be used.

3.

Independent business enterprise.

The purpose of the

tax revision proposals is not to assist only the very

small business but rather to foster and assist the
independent business that is owned and operated by

a small group of investors and employees.

Consideration

should be given to formalizing this concept by use

of the term independent business enterprise (IBE)

in

lieu of the small business enterprise term.
4.

Operating company.

An SBE must be "largely an operating

company" within the meaning of the sec. 1244 regulations
5.

Size test.

A firm will qualify as an SBE if it meets

two of these three tests:

(1)

the total adjusted tax

bases of its assets do not exceed $10 million,

(2)

its full-time employees do not exceed 500 persons, and
(3)

its annual revenues do not exceed $20 million.

Consideration should be given to indexing these limita-
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tions.

The size tests should be applied to the combined

totals of a controlled group of firms.
6.

Termination of SBE status.

A firm will qualify as

an SBE until the taxable year after the year in which
it fails the shareholder test or exceeds two of the

three size tests.

Such disqualification may be cured

by corrective action before the end of the following

taxable year.

Furthermore, a firm will qualify as

an SBE until the current taxable year in which it issues

debt or equity securities in a public offering.
Discussion
The purpose of the tax revision proposals is to foster
the formation, operation, and continuity of ownership of
the small or independent business enterprise that is funded,

operated, and controlled by entrepreneurial investors and

employees of the enterprise.
The entrepreneurial investor is identified as a direct
investor who owns, directly or indirectly, at least 10 per

cent of the firm's capital or stock and who will, therefore,

take an active interest in business decisions.

The 10 per

cent should be defined, in the case of the corporation,

as 10 percent of the voting shares

(if all classes of the

corporation stock are voting) or 10 percent of the total

(if one or more classes are

value of all classes of stock

nonvoting).

In the case of a partnership, the 10 percent

interest should be in both capital and profits.
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The shareholder attribution requirement is designed
to recognize a direct investor’s constructive ownership

in the SBE through trusts for members of his family,

inter

vening holding companies and partnerships, convenience

lifetime trusts, and a tax-qualified employee retirement
Thus, a taxpayer will qualify as a direct in

plan trust.

vestor if he owns directly 3 percent of ABC, Inc.'s common

stock, his wholly owned XYZ Corporation owns 4 percent of
ABC stock, his children's trusts own 2 percent of ABC stock,

and the ABC tax-qualified employee profit-sharing plan trust
account for him owns 1 percent of ABC stock.

However, the

taxpayer will not be a direct investor in a subsequent year
if any one of these direct or indirect ownerships decreases;

that is, there should be no provision for a former direct
investor.

No constructive ownership will be attributable to or

from an SBIC.

Accordingly, an SBIC must directly own 10

percent or more of the SBE.
Consideration was given to the requirement that a direct

investor be a U.S. citizen or resident.

However, because

of the need to maximize the pool of venture capital available
to an SBE, any such restriction seems inadvisable.

An employee investor must be essentially a full-time

employee.

Use of the ERISA concept will, in most cases,

require that the stockholder work at least 1,000 hours a
year to qualify for initial eligibility and at least 500

10

hours a year for continued eligibility.

This means that

the employee investor will be actively concerned with the

firm's success.

An individual will qualify as an employee

investor even though he is ineligible to participate in
a retirement plan solely because he is a member of an em
ployee representation unit that has been excluded from the

plan through collective bargaining.

Restriction of the eligible firm to one owned by direct
investors and employees, together with the operating busi

ness requirement and the ineligibility resulting from a
public offering of securities, will have the further effect
of preventing use of the small or independent business

enterprise concept for syndicated tax shelter applications.
The definition should permit diversity of organization
form in order to include proprietorships, partnerships,

and corporations; however, the objectives of these proposals

do require that the firm conduct an active business enterprise.
(In other words, the firm must be largely an operating company.)

Furthermore, the firm, by definition, should not be of a
size that would facilitate access to capital in the public

securities market, nor should it have outstanding securities
sold in public offering.

The subcommittee considered use of the size tests that
the Small Business Administration employs for its various
programs.

The present SBA regulations (part 121), including

the tables, require 31 pages of double-column small print.
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Many of the tests are required only for a particular, non

recurring transaction, and frequent changes in the tests
are promulgated by the administration.

Thus, we concluded

that the SBA size tests are unsuitable for a broadly based,

permanent-type tax eligibility definition.
Our size test proposal is designed to accommodate small

or independent business firms in various industries, and
many firms in particular industries will always fail one

test.

Accordingly, a firm must fail two tests before it

is disqualified.

For example, a commercial bank or other

financial institution usually has total assets larger than
$10 million; even a local fast-food restaurant chain may

have more than 500 employees working the 500 to 1,000 hours
per year, and grain elevators and wholesale grocery concerns
frequently have annual revenues larger than $20 million.
These size tests may be compared with the 500-employee
rule used for many Small Business Administration eligibility

purposes, the $25 million stockholders’ equity test of S. 653
(rollover of stock sale proceeds)

and S. 655

(investment

credit on original issue stock purchase), and the absence-

of-any-stockholder-equity limitation in H.R. 1600

of asset sale proceeds).

(rollover

The size test should be computed

on the basis of the aggregates of a controlled group of

corporations.
A firm's eligibility as a small or independent business

enterprise should continue through the end of the year in
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which the disqualifying event or status

size tests) occurs.

(growth beyond the

If the firm contracts to meet the size

tests by the end of the succeeding year, there should be
no interruption in the eligible status.

Issue of a security

in a public offering, however, will disqualify a firm im
mediately.

The subcommittee considered a former SBE concept and

a general transition rule to provide a "soft landing" for

an SBE that becomes disqualified either through growth beyond
the size test or through an SEC security offering.

In view

of the truism that nearly every large U. S. business corpora

tion would have qualified as an SBE at some point in its

history, we concluded that no former SBE status or transition
rule should be provided.

However, a disqualified SBE will

retain certain specific SBE tax incentives, such as those

regarding existing small business participating debentures,
existing ERISA trust loans to the employer, and the simplified
depreciation accounts for equipment and buildings.

Our

proposal does not contemplate continued availability of
the other tax incentives, such as the ordinary investment
loss deduction, the excess investment interest exemption,

business investigation expense deductions, new ERISA plan
investments, the dividends-paid deduction, the business

sale rollover, the unified death tax stock redemption and
estate tax installment payment plan rules, and the simplified

LIFO inventory account.
13

CAPITAL FORMATION

SBE Investor Losses
Recommendations

1.

Ordinary investment losses.

The Internal Revenue Code

should be amended to allow any direct or employee investor,
for each of his taxable years, an ordinary loss deduction

of up to $150,000 for losses that the investor sustains

upon his capital investment in, direct loans to, or guaranty
losses upon a small business enterprise.

The deduction

should be similar to that provided by sec. 1244 and should

thus be available for net operating loss carrybacks and
carryovers.

2.

Excess current investment losses.

Losses over the $150,000

annual limitation that a direct or employee investor sustains
in respect to a small business enterprise stock or equity
investment, loan, or guaranty should be fully deductible
in the year sustained, after first being reduced by a 60

percent adjustment.
3.

Old law election.

The investor should be allowed to elect

to report under the old law, both for the ordinary loss

in recommendation 1 and the excess loss in recommendation

2.

For example, the investor should be able to elect a

short-term capital loss for his direct loans and guaranty

losses and a long-term capital loss for his stock loss.
4.

Operative facts control.

To be consistent with the Revenue
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Act of 1978 amendments to sec. 1244, no written plan or

other legal formalisms should be required.

Entitlement

to the ordinary loss allowance should be based on the firm's

actual qualificati
on as a small business enterprise and the

taxpayer's qualification as a direct or employee investor.
5.

Business loss treatment.

Both the 100 percent-deductible

direct and employee investor losses and the 40 percent
adjusted additional direct and employee investor losses

in respect to a small business enterprise should be con
sidered business losses, eligible for net operating loss

carryback and carryover on the investors' returns.

6.

Investment timing.

These loss deductions should be allowed

for stock and loan investments made, and guaranty losses

sustained, at any time during or after the inception, opera
tion, or termination of the small business enterprise.

Discussion

The small business stock concept should be expanded

to include losses from direct loans to, or guaranty losses

upon, a small business enterprise and losses from sale of

the investment in a proprietorship or partnership.

Expansion

of the ordinary loss treatment to the various modes of

financing a small business firm will encourage financial

commitments to these firms by direct investors and employees.
Present law allows "tax recoupment" from ordinary loss

deductions only to shareholders for sec. 1244 stock investments
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and, in some cases, to employees for direct loan or guaranty
losses.

In all other cases the losses sustained are allow

able only as capital losses, deductible up to $3,000 a year
from ordinary income.

Compare this restrictive treatment

with the full ordinary deduction allowed to a large corpora
tion for stock or loan investments in its subsidiary corporation.

Furthermore, the ordinary loss treatment should be
allowed for funds committed to the firm by a direct investor

or employee, even when the loss is associated with the failure

of the firm and termination of its business operation.
Frequently the investor will feel morally obligated to provide

additional funds to the firm after its failure in order
to pay general creditors, even though the corporate form
of organization may, in legal theory, have insulated the
investors from such claims.

Limitation of the ordinary

loss treatment to the entrepreneur investor or the employee

of the firm will prevent any tax manipulation from loss
deductions for these "clean-up funds."

A full ordinary deduction should be allowed for the

sale or worthlessness losses attributable to stock, direct
loans, or guaranties, up to a suitable ceiling
$150,000).

(at least

The remainder of the loss should be treated

as an immediate ordinary deduction but should be reduced

by 60 percent (parallel to the sec. 1202 long-term capital
gain deduction)

excess loss.

to allow a deduction of 40 percent of the

In order to make tax recoupment more likely,
16

the new code sections should treat the full loss and the
reduced loss amounts as operating losses available for
carryback and carryover.

New tax rules should allow an investor the alternative
approach of electing old law capital loss reporting.

Such

an election may be desirable if the investor expects larger

capital gains than ordinary income during the carryover
period or if the investor anticipates that he would other

wise be subject to the alternate minimum tax on capital
gains.

Business Entry

Recommendations
1.

Excess investment interest exemption.

Interest paid or

incurred to purchase or carry debt or equity investments

in an SBE should be exempted from the interest expense dis
allowance rules of sec. 163(d).
2.

Business investigation expense.

Business investigation

expenses incurred by an SBE should be deductible in full

or electively deferred over a sixty-month period.
Discussion

The present income tax rules place important restric

tions on the small business firm's entry into a new business

activity.

The direct investors and employees often borrow

the funds that they lend to the incorporated business or
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invest in its stock.

Interest paid on these loans usually

is not matched with dividends from the firm, and frequently
not with interest income from the firm, at least in early

years.

Unless the direct investor or employee has substantial

outside investment income, part of the interest expense
paid on the financing loans may be nondeductible under the

excess investment interest expense rules.
The small firm's founders and investors also may en
counter difficulties when the firm is prevented from deduct

ing expenses incurred before a newly established business

commences operation, unless these expenses qualify under
sec. 174 as research and experimental expenditures.
Again, contrast the treatment of the small business
enterprise with that of the large public corporation that

borrows funds for investment in loans to a subsidiary or
purchase of its stock and arranges for the subsidiary to

undertake an expansion or diversification of some existing
business conducted by the parent corporation.

The large

public company has no difficulty deducting the interest
on loans for financing the new subsidiary, and the pre

operating expense disallowance does not apply to the di

versification efforts of the subsidiary.

The Supreme Court, in the Snow case (Edwin A. Snow,
416 U.S. 500

(1974), 74-1 USTC para. 9432), allowed a

deduction for pre-operating research and experimental ex
penditures based upon the "in connection with his trade
18

or business" phrasing in sec. 174, as compared to the "carry
ing on any trade or business" language of sec. 162.

Con

gress should amend sec. 162 to add a specific deduction
for business investigation expenses paid or incurred by

an SBE.

Alternately, Congress should consider an amendment

to sec. 174 to provide a current deduction, or elective
sixty-month amortization, of an SBE's business investigation

expenses.
ERISA Restrictions

Recommendations
1.

Employee retirement plan investments.

The present ERISA

prudent fiduciary restrictions on employer investments
should be liberalized, by administrative interpretation

or legislation, to permit purchase, subject to the consent
and review (recommendations 2 and 3 below)

and the 50 percent

limitation (recommendation 3) of employer real property

or employer stock in a small business enterprise.

Further

more, the pre-ERISA procedure for IRS advance approval of
secured loans to an SBE employer should be reinstated.

However, no purchase of a partnership interest in the employer
should be permitted.
2.

Participant consent.

The revised code sections should permit

either funds from an individual account plan (profit-sharing

or money purchase pension plan) or account balances held
19

for a consenting proprietor, partner, or 5 percent share
holder employee to be invested in employer real property,

employer stock, or secured loans to the employer, without
any limitation on the portion of the account balances that

may be invested.

3.

Fiduciary review procedure.

Investments in employer real

property, employer stock, or secured loans should be per
mitted in other cases.

Specifically, the code should allow

the investment of defined benefit plan funds after review

and approval of the investment by a fiduciary who is in
fact independent of the plan trustee and the employer.

The

same should apply to individual account balances for parti
cipants who are not proprietors, partners, or 5 percent
shareholders.

The investment limit should be 50 percent

of the total defined benefit plan trust fund or 50 percent
of other participants' individual account balances.
4.

Employer real property.

Congress should repeal the present

multipurpose structure and diversified geographic location
requirements and should substitute a prudent businessman

standard for the prudent fiduciary standard.

5.

Employer secured loans.

A prudent businessman rule should

replace the old administrative rule of collateral value

equal to at least 200 percent of the loan balance.

The

Internal Revenue Service should publish a special purpose

ERISA safe-harbor interest rate range for employer loans,
and these loans should provide for a changing interest rate
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to reflect the periodic IRS interest promulgations and state

usury laws.

Discussion

Despite recent interpretative efforts by the Department
of Labor, many employee retirement plan administrators per

ceive the prudent fiduciary rules of ERISA Act sec. 404
as a constraint on the investment of trust funds.

This

is in addition to the direct restrictions that ERISA Act
sec. 407 places on the acquisition of employer securities

and real property.

The effect, in many cases,

is to channel

the hard-won operating cash flow of the small business firm
into debt and stock issues of large publicly held corpora
tions, particularly where the administrator construes sec.
404 to require investment programs similar to those usually

undertaken by a large bank or other institutional trustee.

In many cases, funds held in the employee trust may
be identified with a proprietor, partner, or 5 percent-or-

larger shareholder employee.

The logic of the stringent

ERISA investment requirements should not apply to these
funds (for example, to balances in individual account profit

sharing or money purchase plans for these individuals),
and provision should be made to permit investment of these
funds in employer stock, loans, or leased real property,
subject to affirmative consent by the account holder.

This

will keep funds generated in the small business firm within
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the firm, rather than recycle these funds to a large public
corporation.

In the case of either defined benefit plans

(where

it is more difficult to associate fund balances with prin

cipals or 5 percent shareholder employees) or individual
account plan balances for rank and file employees, provision
should be made for an independent fiduciary review procedure

to authorize investments in employer stock, loans, or real
property.

In order to facilitate employer loans, the code

should provide for safe-harbor collateral value and for

interest rules.
Except in the case of ESOPs and TRASOPs, where 100

percent of the trust fund can be invested in employer stock,
investment of the employee trust fund in employer stock,

employer loans, or property leased to an employer should
be limited to the total balances of individual accounts
held for a consenting proprieter, partner, or 5 percent

shareholder employee, to 50 percent of other individual
account balances, and,in the case of a defined benefit plan,
to 50 percent of an entire trust fund.
Small Business Participating Debenture

Recommendations

1.

New security instrument.

In order to enable the SBE to

attract funds from unrelated investors, the Internal Revenue
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Code should recognize a new security instrument, called

a small business participating debenture

(SBPD).

This

instrument should provide for payment of stated interest,

contingent profit-sharing allocations, a graduated capital
formation credit on the issue price, and eligibility for
small business stock loss treatment.

2.

SBPD requirements.

A qualifying SBPD must be issued by

a small business enterprise in a private placement for new
capital funds.

The maximum principal amount of outstanding

SBPDs should be limited to $2 million for any single issuer.
Provision should be made to prevent reciprocal SBPD issues

between two small business enterprises.

3.

SBPD tax attributes.

The small business enterprise should

be able to deduct the stated interest payments as ordinary
expenses as they are paid or accrued, and the SBPD holder
should report the interest as ordinary income.

The SBPD

should provide a minimum stated interest rate equal to the

safe-harbor rate provided under the sec. 482 and sec. 483
regulations in force at the time of issue.

The contingent

profit-sharing allocation payment should also be deductible
as ordinary expense when paid or accrued, and the SBPD holder
should report such payment as long-term capital gain.

sec.

The

1244 small business stock loss rules should apply

to losses sustained by an SBPD holder upon sale or worthless

ness of his debenture.
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4.

SBPD capital formation credit.

The original purchaser of

an SBPD should be entitled to a maximum 5 percent capital

formation credit, computed as one half of 1 percent for
each one-year interval from the original-issue purchase

date of the debenture to its maturity date.

This credit

should be ratably recaptured upon sale or redemption of
the SBPD prior to its maturity date.

limitation ($10,000 on a joint return)

A separate $5,000
should apply to the

capital formation credit claimed by an investor for the

total of debenture purchases made by the investor in his
taxable year.

5.

Foreign investor.

Ordinary and capital gain income realized

by a foreign purchaser of an SBPD should be treated as
effectively connected with a U.S.-source trade or business;

that is,

it should be taxable to the investor.

Discussion

In addition to encouraging debt and equity investments
and guaranties by direct investors and employees in the

small or independent business enterprise, the code should
also encourage investments by unrelated parties on a private

placement basis.

The code should recognize a new security

instrument, called a small business participating debenture,
with features sufficient to attract outside venture capital

for the small or independent firm.

The attributes of the SBPD should include payment of
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stated interest at a reasonable safe-harbor rate, reportable
as ordinary income by the investor; contingent interest
or profit-sharing allocations, reportable as long-term
capital gain; a graduated capital formation credit related

to the term of the debenture; and eligibility for ordinary

loss treatment if a bad debt or sale loss is sustained on
the debenture.

We believe that availability of this special

security instrument will close a significant gap in funding
for the small or independent firm in the intermediate term

area, as compared to the short-term funding available from

commercial banks and long-term funding available for real
estate financing.

SBE Dividends

Recommendations
1.

Dividends-paid deduction.

A dividends-paid deduction should

be allowed for an SBE’s distribution to its shareholders.
2.

Dividends-received deduction.

The sec. 243 deduction should

not apply to dividends received from an SBE.

3.

Unrelated business income.

SBE dividends received by a

tax-exempt organization should be taxed as unrelated busi

ness income, and SBE dividends received by a foreign stock
holder should be taxed as effectively connected income.
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Discussion

The nondeductibility of dividends creates many tax

problems in the operation of the small firm,

including

controversies about reasonableness of salaries paid to
officer stockholders, classification of stockholder debt

as equity, and improper surplus accumulation penalties.

These problems are unique to a small or independent business
firm; they rarely arise for the publicly held firm.
Our recommendations will add an important aspect of
neutrality to the federal income tax law.

The foregoing

discriminations against the small firm will largely dis
appear, and stock investments in the small firm will become

more attractive,

if the dividends-paid deduction is allowed

to the small or independent business enterprise.

Then,

except for the maximum tax implications, the firm will
determine salary amounts to officer stockholders, and allocate

owners' funds between debt and equity, on the basis of
business rather than tax considerations.

In order to assure taxation at one level of the firm's

earnings, no dividends-received deduction should be allowed
to the shareholder, and SBE dividends received by a tax-

exempt shareholder should be treated as unrelated business

(taxable)

income, and the SBE dividends received by a foreign

stockholder should be treated as effectively connected in

come.
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TAX DEFERRED SALE OF SBE INVESTMENT

Recommendations
1.

A direct investor or

Sale of continuing SBE interest.

employee investor should be allowed to elect deferral of
the long-term capital gain realized upon the sale, redemp

tion, or complete liquidation of his SBE stock, partnership
interest, or proprietorship interest, provided that the

disposition is incident to either the sale of 80 percent
control of the SBE or the SBE's sale of its principal operat

ing assets to a qualified purchaser.

Eligibility for the

nonrecognition election should require a five-year holding
period by the seller

(including customary tacking for a

mere change in form of ownership).

A redemption of the

investor's stock must terminate his stockholding, with
similar rules for a partnership interest.
2.

Qualified purchaser.

The elective nonrecognition of gain

by the direct or employee SBE investor should depend on

acquisition of the business by another SBE or continuation
of the existing firm as an SBE.

The Internal Revenue Service

should devise a certificate mechanism to assure eligibility

of the acquiring or continuing firm, and the buyer should
be subject to a penalty (perhaps 10 percent of the purchase

price)

if the business or investment ceases to be eligible

within two years after the sale or redemption.
3.

Rollover.

Alternatively, a selling direct or employee in

vestor should be allowed to elect deferral of the long-term
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capital gain realized in the transactions described in
recommendation 1 even though the firm does not continue

to qualify as an SBE.

To qualify for the deferral, the

selling or liquidating direct investor or employee investor

must apply his sale or liquidation proceeds (within the

involuntary conversion proceeds replacement period provided
under sec. 1033)

to the purchase of stock, a partnership

interest in, or proprietorship assets of, another qualifying
SBE.

A redemption of the investor's stock must terminate

his stockholding, with similar rules for a partnership

interest.

4.

Basis adjustments.

The adjusted basis in replacement invest

ments, replacement business assets, or qualified SBE stock

or partnership interest purchased by the electing qualified
investor should be reduced by the nonrecognized gain.

This

reduction should be effective upon the close of the final
taxable year in the potential replacement period.

The

ordering rules should provide for application of the re
duction first to the replacement investments and then to

business assets.

5.

Nonqualified gains.

The elective nonrecognition should

not apply to the ordinary income portion of an SBE asset

or stock sale, such as the ordinary income that results
from a collapsible corporation, depreciation or other re

capture, and dividend equivalence provisions.

Furthermore,

a profit realized on the sale of a professional service
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company should not qualify.

6.

Tax avoidance.

Provision should be made to disqualify the

portion of profit realized upon the sale or other disposi
tion of SBE stock, partnership, or proprietorship interest
that arises from the transfer of investment assets to the

SBE for the purpose of obtaining tax deferral benefits.
7.

Election and statutes of limitation.

Election and notifi

cation rules similar to those under the sec. 1033 regula
tions should be provided.

8.

Temporary investments.

Temporary investments should be

defined as those held during the sec. 1033(g)

replacement

period, that is, during the remainder of the taxable year
and the three following taxable years.

9.

Decedent’s estate.

A decedent's estate, testamentary trust,

or inter vivos trust should be allowed to elect on behalf
of the decedent and effectuate acquisition of replacement
property, as in the Morris Estate (John E. Morris Estate,
454 F.2d 208

(4th Cir. 1972), 72-1 USTC para. 9177)

case.
Discussion
The Internal Revenue Code tax-free reorganization rules

frequently encourage the absorption of the smaller, inde

pendent business enterprise into a large public corporation.
A typical pattern involves the firm's founder, who is
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approaching retirement age and has determined that family

ownership continuity is not suitable. Notwithstanding the

recent reduction in long-term capital gain taxes, the founder
is reluctant to incur the diminution in his capital that
would occur upon immediate or installment taxable sale of

his business.

He usually is not interested in merging into

another small business firm.

Investment in the enterprise

that he owns or controls is acceptable while he is actively

involved; but investment in another small business, which

he does not control and in which he is not actively involved,

is unattractive.

Disposition of the firm then takes the

form of a merger into a large public corporation in return

for its stock.
The objective of the proposed tax revisions is to en
courage the founder, or other active direct investors and
employees, to sell the firm to another small or independent

business, without necessarily requiring the sellers to leave

their own capital at risk in another small firm.

This ob

jective is achieved if the sellers are allowed "rollover"

treatment for the long-term capital gains (not ordinary
income)

that would otherwise be taxable on the sale of the

firm — provided the acquiring firm itself remains in the
small or independent business community, and provided the
sellers ultimately acquire eligible replacement business

or investment assets.

In order to follow the parallel of

a merger for public company stock, the basis of the replacement
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business or investment assets should be reduced by the un
taxed long-term capital gain.

To facilitate retention of the firm in the independent
business community, new code provisions should restrict
the "rollover” benefit to stock or partnership interest
sales or liquidations occurring as part of the sale of

control of the firm or its principal operating assets.
In other words, the long-term capital gain realized by a

withdrawing stockholder should not be eligible for the

benefit unless the firm control or assets are sold to an

eligible purchaser.
A two-year period is proposed for the continued SBE
qualification requirement, analogous to the period provided
in existing sec. 382 for the availability of a net operating

loss carryover after ownership of the loss corporation
changes.

Specifically, sec. 382 provides that this carry

over will become unavailable if the loss corporation under
the new ownership does not continue to carry on substantially

the same trade or business.

If the SBE is sold to another

corporation, the combined entity must not issue stock in

a public security offering and must meet the size test dur
ing the two ensuing years.

The size test would be applied

to the sum of all amounts for members of the controlled

group of corporations.
To ensure eligibility, the provisions should contain

a mechanism similar to the now-repealed new residence credit.
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The mechanism should provide for certification by the pur

chaser of its SBE eligibility, and it should provide a 10

percent penalty on the buyer for presentation of a false

certificate or for loss of eligibility within the following
two years.
The subcommittee considered an alternative under which

the seller would be required to pay the capital gain tax

if the continued SBE status requirement is not satisfied
for the two years following sale.

The seller would then

be left to sue the purchaser in local court.

We believe

that a more effective sanction for the Internal Revenue
Service, and a more reasonable solution for the seller,

is the imposition of a 10 percent penalty on the buyer,
since the buyer is in a position to control decisions re

garding business expansion (perhaps through additional

mergers and acquisitions) or a public security offering.
The firm’s sellers should be allowed to make temporary
investments, without basis reduction, during the replacement
period that sec. 1033 provides for real property taken by

power of eminent domain (that is, during the remainder of
the taxable year of sale and the three following years).
Thereafter, the electing seller must reduce the basis of

the assets designated in his election by the untaxed gain.

If both investment and business assets have been purchased,

the basis reduction should apply first to the investment

assets.
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In order to prevent manipulation, the new provisions

should not allow rollover benefits to (a) capital gains
realized on the sale of a professional service company,

(b) gains realized on a complete or partial corporate liqui

dation that is not accompanied by sale of the corporation's
business, or

(c) gains realized upon assets transferred

to an SBE in anticipation of its sale.

Although the principal thrust of the tax-deferred sale

proposal is to encourage continuity of the SBE as a small
or independent business firm, we recognize that in some
cases the SBE owners can realize a maximum value from sale
of the firm only if a large enterprise is the purchaser.

In these circumstances, the SBE owners should be allowed
to defer their gain if the sale proceeds are used to acquire
or establish a replacement SBE.

This rollover variation is included in most of the
small business tax incentive bills that have been introduced

in Congress.

It will be the only variation available to

a direct or employee investor whose stock is sold or re

deemed in circumstances in which the firm will not continue
as an SBE, or when the redemption of his stock is not associ

ated with a sale of control in, or the principal assets
of, the SBE.

In the case of either the continuing SBE exception
or the rollover into another SBE exception, a termination

of interest must also result to the seller on the redeption
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or liquidation.

in the case of a stock re

Specifically,

demption, the safe-harbor rules of sec. 302(b)(3)

302(c)(2) must be satisfied.

and sec.

A partnership liquidation

must qualify under sec. 736.
The trustee of an inter vivos trust or the executor

of a decedent's estate should be allowed to purchase a
replacement SBE interest on behalf of a deceased settlor

or testator who had sold or liquidated the SBE interest

prior to his death.
A hypothetical case history will illustrate the con
tinuity of an SBE and unlimited reinvestment privilege.

Adams, Baker, and Clark are equal stockholders in ABC Tire

Company, Inc., a wholesale distributor of truck and auto
tires.

Adams and Baker are approaching retirement age and

wish to sell ABC Tire to a purchaser who will continue the

company as a small or independent business enterprise, more
than 50 percent owned by direct or employee investors.

Clark has found a purchaser who will meet this eligibility

and also agree to retain Clark as a corporate officer.
The purchaser insists on buying assets, and ABC Tire

adopts a plan of complete liquidation under sec. 337.

ABC

Tire completes the sale and pays its outstanding liabili
ties,

including the final year's income taxes on operations

and the recaptures of depreciation and investment credit.

ABC Tire then distributes $400,000 cash to Adams, to Baker,

and to Clark on July 1, 1980.
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Adams, Baker, and Clark may elect to defer the gain
realized upon these proceeds to the extent of the basis

of their liquidated stock interests, and they may acquire
temporary investments

1983.

(or hold cash)

through December 31,

On or before the 1983 year-end deadline, each former

stockholder must elect and purchase a replacement investment
(or interest in another SBE)

if he wishes not to recognize

his 1980 stock liquidation gain.

The basis of the replace

ment investment (or SBE interest) must be reduced by the
amount of unrecognized gain.

The purchaser of the ABC assets must deliver to ABC

Tire a certificate stating its intention to conduct the
business as an entity that will qualify as an SBE.

If the

purchaser or his corporation does not continue to qualify
as an SBE through December 31, 1982

(or if he does not sell

the business to yet another qualified purchaser), then the

purchaser must pay a 10 percent penalty on the entire pur

chase price of the acquired SBE interests.
If the purchaser cannot issue a certificate of eligi

bility to ABC Tire—that is, if the purchaser is a large,

nonqualified business enterprise—then Adams, Baker, and
Clark can still make temporary investments without basis
adjustment through the 1983 year-end, but they must acquire

assets of an SBE proprietorship, or an SBE partnership

interest or stock, by that deadline in order to obtain non
recognition of the gain.
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If a former SBE proprietor, partner, or stockholder

is eligible to replace his sale or liquidation proceeds

by purchasing either replacement investments or other SBE
assets or interests, his basis reductions will be made first

to the replacement investments and then to the SBE assets,
partnership interests, or stock.
If a basis reduction must be made to SBE assets, it

should first be made to nondepreciable property, then de

preciable property, inventory, and, finally, accounts re
ceivable.

CONTINUITY OF FAMILY OWNERSHIP

Recommendations

1.

Stock redemptions from fiduciary.

The termination of inter

est safe harbor for a stock redemption should be expanded

to eliminate application of the stock ownership attribution

rules, under a ten-year reacquisition notice procedure,
for stock held by the decedent's estate or the decedent's

inter vivos or testamentary trust.

2.

Estate tax installment payments.

Installment payment elec

tions should not be required for an SBE interest.

Any estate

tax reported on a return, or any deficiency in estate tax,

that is attributable to a direct or employee investor's SBE

interest should be payable in equal annual installments,

with the prevailing IRS interest rate, over a period ending
ten or fifteen years after the date of the decedent's death.
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The ten-year installment privilege should be available when
the SBE interest constitutes 25 percent of the direct or

employee investor's adjusted gross estate, and all SBE inter
ests should be combined to meet the 25 percent threshold.

3.

Death tax stock redemption.

The stock ownership threshold

should be decreased to qualify SBE stock or stocks that
constitute 25 percent of the direct or employee investor's

adjusted gross estate.

Discussion
A closely held small business firm encounters particu
lar tax difficulties when its founder dies.

The Internal

Revenue Service continues to follow its litigating position

that the safe-harbor rules of sec. 302 are not available
when other stock in the firm is held by a decedent's bene

ficiaries, and it refuses to allow use of the reacquisition
notice procedure to establish the termination of interest
that would have been available had the founder sold his
stock to the corporation prior to his death.

In addition,

the IRS requires taxpayers to file a protective election

with the estate tax return in order to permit ten-year
installment payment on the estate tax deficiency even though
the deficiency is caused by an IRS increase in the valuation

of the closely held business interest.
The 1976 Tax Reform Act compounded the difficulties

by increasing the threshold for aggregating interests in
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closely held firms for the sec. 303 death tax stock redemp

tion.

All these considerations are strong inducements for
the founder of a family business to make a lifetime sale

of his firm, frequently through a merger for public company
stock, even though his descendants are capable of continuing

to manage a successful family enterprise.

In order to assure at least capital gain tax reporting
on retirement of stock held by a decedent’s estate, code
provisions should allow the termination of interest pro
cedures under sec. 302(b)(3), as in the Lillian M. Crawford

case (Lillian M. Crawford, 59 T.C. 830

(1973), nonacq.

1974-2 C.B. 5), even though beneficiaries of the estate are

also stockholders.
All formalisms for federal estate tax installment pay
ments should be eliminated, and the operative facts alone
should determine the election’s availability to the estate.

The sec. 303 redemption threshold should be decreased to

25 percent of the decedent’s adjusted gross estate, which
is roughly equivalent to the pre-1977 rule of 50 percent

of the taxable estate and the current sec. 6166A threshold.
The code should aggregate all SBE interests of the direct

or employee investor in determining whether this 25 percent
threshold has been met.
The same threshold should be applied for the sec. 303
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death tax stock redemption and the sec. 6166A ten-year
estate tax payment plan qualification.

However, we propose

no change in the existing sec. 6166 fifteen-year estate

tax payment plan requirement that more than 65 percent of
the decedent’s adjusted gross estate be composed of closely

held business interests, although we do propose aggregating

all SBE interests held by a direct or employee investor

for this determination.

NEUTRALITY AND SIMPLIFICATION

Simplified LIFO Inventory

Recommendations
1.

Simplified LIFO inventory.

A simplified LIFO system without

a dollar ceiling should be established for an SBE.

This

system should include a dollar-value computation based on
FIFO pricing, use of the applicable government-published

index (for both the beginning-of-year quantity and the

quantity increase during the year), and a ratable factor

(in lieu of layers)

for restoration of the LIFO reserve

in the event of a decrease in inventory quantity.
2.

Simplified LIFO election.

The SBE's adoption of the simpli

fied LIFO system should be by an irrevocable election.

Also, no financial reporting conformity should be required
on the financial statements that the SBE issues to owners
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or creditors.

A simplified election may exclude subnormal,

damaged or obsolete (but not merely excess-quantity) merchan
dise, which is carried in a separate account.

3.

Actual cost write-back.

The positive adjustment required

to restore the beginning inventory for the year of simpli

fied LIFO adoption to actual cost should be considered an

If the

automatically approved accounting practice change.

positive adjustment exceeds $3,000, it should be reportable

as income in equal 10 percent amounts for the adoption year
and each of the nine succeeding years.

4.

Cost pools.

Two dollar-value pools should be provided,

one for all resale merchandise

and one for manufactured goods.

(whether wholesale or retail)

These pools should include

all costs related to the inventory.
index (the old wholesale price index)

The producer price
should be used for

the manufactured merchandise, and the consumer price
urban)

(all

index for all resale merchandise.

Discussion

The typical small or independent business enterprise

bears the full brunt of inflationary effects on its inven
tories because it must accumulate or borrow working capital
sufficient to replace inventory at higher prices.

The

larger concern frequently protects itself against these

effects by adopting LIFO, but the smaller firms are deterred
from adopting LIFO by the labor involved in double-extending
all of their line items or developing a taxpayer-unique
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index for dollar-value LIFO inventory.

In addition, some

firms are deterred from the LIFO election by the requirement

to add back to original cost the carrying value of merchan
dise that has been written down as damaged or obsolete.
Other firms are deterred by the complications of identifying

the sequential acquisition costs (for a year of "quantity
increase")

or the layers of prior-year costs (for a year

of "quantity decrease").

Still other firms are deterred

by the financial reporting conformity requirement, which,

in many instances, requires elaborate explanations to the

owners, or banks and other lenders, of the effects of the
LIFO method.

Firms are also deterred by the complexities

in the double-extension computation when manufacturing over

head costs are included.

In addition to these mechanical problems, the conven
tional dollar-value LIFO procedures involve many interpreta

tive questions,

including the definition of pools, the

identification of quantity increase or increment, the identifi

cation of related current-year costs under the earliest,
average, or latest conventions, the availability of the

link chain procedure in lieu of the double extension computa

tions, and the compilation of an industry-unique index.
All these complications should be eliminated in a simpli

fied LIFO system.
Provision should be made for a simplified LIFO method,

available only to qualified SBEs, that is similar to the
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department store index method.

The simplified LIFO method

should permit the firm to convert inventories that it main

tains under the FIFO method to a year-end LIFO amount through

annual entries to its LIFO reserve account.

The SBE should

(a) be allowed to maintain a separate FIFO inventory account

for damaged or obsolete goods,

(b) be relieved of the finan

cial reporting conformity requirements, and

(c) be permitted

to report the actual cost write-back for goods placed on

LIFO over a ten-year spread-forward period.
IRS interpretations for conventional LIFO require that

subnormal goods be repriced at full original cost; imposi
tion of that requirement would prevent many SBEs from adopt
ing the simplified LIFO.

Similarly, we believe that many

small firms, particularly manufacturers, have been pricing

their inventories inappropriately; these firms, too, will
be discouraged from adopting the simplified LIFO unless
there is provision for a ten-year spread-forward of the

positive adjustment to reflect the write-back to original
cost of excess-quantity merchandise and to reflect overhead

and other expenses omitted from manufacturers'

inventories.

A spread-forward provision, in some cases extending to twenty
years, was allowed under the manufacturers'

inventory regula

tion transition period, but this period has expired.

We recognize that the average cost release from the

LIFO reserve to income for the year of a quantity decrease
does not follow the strict layering computation utilized
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in conventional LIFO.

In many cases the amount released

to income will be larger than that under a precise layer
calculation.

We believe that the SBE will still find the

simplified LIFO election attractive, however, because of
the simplicity of computation, the ability to use the prior

year's index to cost the current year's quantity increase,

and the overall inflation protection.
The provisions of Rev. Proc. 71-16 and Rev. Proc. 7224, which relate to conventional LIFO, should apply to the
discontinuance of simplified LIFO inventory.

If the firm

loses its SBE status, the simplified LIFO pool or pools

must be discontinued, unless the firm elects to convert

to conventional LIFO inventory accounting.
Exhibits 1 and 2 illustrate the LIFO inventory com
putation for a year of quantity increase or decrease.
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Exhibit 1
SIMPLIFIED LIFO COMPUTATION FORM

(Example of Increase)

INVENTORY CHANGE

1.

Ending inventory value at current FIFO costs $

2.

Index at beginning of year

100

3.

Index at end of year

110

4.

Index ratio (line 2 ÷ line 3)

5.

Multiply line 1 by line 4, enter result
(EOY inventory at BOY cost)

6.

16,500

90.909%

$

Subtract line 5 from line 1 (tentative LIFO
reserve increase (decrease))

15,000

1,500

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION PERCENTAGE
7.

Inventory at FIFO costs - beginning of year

8.

If line 7 exceeds line 5, enter the difference
(if not, skip to line 10)

9.

Divide line 8 by line 7 to compute the
percentage decrease in inventory
quantity (at BOY costs)

10,000

%

LIFO INVENTORY - END OF YEAR

10.

LIFO reserve at beginning of year

11.

If entry in line 9, multiply the amount
on line 10 by the percentage on line 9
(LIFO reserve liquidation)

12.

Line 10 minus line 11

2,000

13.

Enter the amount on line 6

1,500

14.

LIFO reserve at end of year
(combine line 12 and line 13)

3,500

15.

LIFO inventory at end of year
minus line 14)
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$

2,000

(line 1
$

13,000

Exhibit 2
SIMPLIFIED LIFO COMPUTATION FORM
(Example of Decrease)

INVENTORY CHANGE

1.

Ending inventory value at current FIFO costs $

2.

Index at beginning of year

100

3.

Index at end of year

110

4.

Index ratio (line 2 ÷ line 3)

5.

Multiply line 1 by line 4, enter result
(EOY inventory at BOY cost)

6.

9,900

90.909%
$

Subtract line 5 from line 1 (tentative
LIFO reserve increase (decrease))

_____
900

INVENTORY - BEGINNING OF YEAR
7.

Inventory at FIFO costs - beginning of year

10,000

8.

If line 7 exceeds line 5, enter the differ
ence (if not, skip to line 10)

1,000

9.

Divide line 8 by line 7 to compute
the percentage decrease in inventory
quantity (at BOY costs)

10,000%

LIFO RESERVE
10.

LIFO reserve at beginning of year

11.

If line 7 exceeds line 5, multiply the
percentage on line 9 by the amount on
line 10 (LIFO reserve liquidation)

12.

Line 10 minus line 11

13.

Enter the amount on line 6

14.

LIFO reserve at end of year
(line 12 +line 13)

15.

$

2,000

200
1,800

LIFO inventory at end of year
(line 1 minus line 14)
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900
2.700

$

7,200

Simplified Depreciation

Recommendations
1.

Simplified depreciation for equipment.

A simplified ADR

method should be allowed for an SBE's investment in new
or used depreciable property (other than buildings)

up to

an aggregate year-end total adjusted basis (before currentyear depreciation) of $500,000.

This method should provide

an open-end (multiple-year), multiple-asset account.

A

declining balance method should be required, audit-proof

class lives should be specified, and the salvage value esti

mate should be eliminated.

The classes prescribed by the

IRS for simplified depreciation should follow categories

familiar to small businessmen, such as office equipment,
motor vehicles, plant equipment, aircraft, and small tools.

2.

Simplified depreciation for buildings.

New or used build

ings constructed or purchased by an SBE should be eligible

for depreciation under the simplified system, within a

separate $500,000 adjusted basis ceiling, and the Internal
Revenue Service should publish realistic audit-proof lives

based on broad categories of business-use buildings.

3.

Simplified depreciation accounting.

The first-year allow

ance under sec. 179 should not apply; a full year’s deduc

tion should be allowed on all additions to the simplified

account within the year, and no depreciation should be allowed

on retirements from a simplified account during the year.
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The original cost of all retired assets (whether normal

or abnormal, ordinary or extraordinary)

should be eliminated

from the simplified asset account and charged to the simpli

fied reserve account at the retired assets’ original basis,
and all retirement proceeds should be credited to the simpli

fied reserve account.
4.

Simplified depreciation election.

An SBE's use of the simpli

fied depreciation should be accompanied by an irrevocable
election for equipment, buildings, or both, applicable to

all property within the separate $500,000 ceilings for equip

ment and buildings.

An electing SBE should reclassify all

existing equipment and buildings as of the first day of

its adoption year.

Equipment and building additions with

costs in excess of the respective $500,000 adjusted basis
ceilings may be depreciated by the SBE under conventional,

or a separately elected CLADR, depreciation.
5.

Flexible deduction.

The "allowed or allowable" rule should

not apply to a simplified depreciation account; and the
SBE should be allowed to record and deduct depreciation

for that year in whatever amount, if any, that it selects,

up to the maximum amount permitted on the depreciation base
(asset minus reserve)

for the useful life involved.

Discussion

Most small business firms have not elected the CLADR
system, partly because of the complex regulations and re

quirement for estimated salvage amounts, but mainly because
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of the requirement to maintain annual vintage accounts and
other detailed records.

In fact, some firms that reported

under the depreciation guidelines system inaugurated by

Revenue Procedure 62-21 did not elect under ADR.

The effect

of the ADR complications is to discourage a small firm from

using the audit-proof and shorter lives routinely used by
the large public corporation.

Provision should be made for a simplified system, re
sembling the old depreciation guidelines, providing openend (multiyear), multiple-asset accounts for broad classes

of depreciable property, such as office equipment, plant

The unrecovered

equipment, motor vehicles, and small tools.

cost in these accounts (asset minus opening depreciation
reserve)

should be depreciated each year using an audit-

proof IRS-published life, without salvage value, and using
the declining-balance method.

Audit-proof lives should also be prescribed for broad
classes of new or used buildings owned by an SBE (such as
repair shop, office, factory, and warehouse).

The IRS-

prescribed lives for equipment should reflect the average
of the lower limit lives prescribed under the CLADR system,

and proportionately favorable lives should be published
for buildings.

Industry distinctions should be avoided.

A maximum "running" year-end adjusted basis ceiling of
$500,000

(before current-year depreciation)

should apply

for all equipment, and the same amount should apply for
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all buildings owned by an SBE.
The new provisions should require the declining-balance
method for all assets, new or used,

ation account.

in a simplified depreci

This is in order to prevent the exaggeration

of the depreciation deduction available under an open-end,

If only one building is held

straight-line method account.

in the simplified depreciation account, an item depreciation
computation will, of course, result.

The SBE should record all retirements from the simpli

fied equipment account by eliminating the original cost
of the retired asset from both the asset and the reserve

accounts and crediting retirement proceeds, if any, to the
reserve account.

Depreciation recapture will not apply

except to the extent that the sale proceeds produce an ex

cess balance in the depreciation reserve account.
The new provisions should allow a simplified convention

to permit a full year's depreciation in the year of an asset's
addition to a simplified account and no depreciation in the

year of retirement.

Property added to a simplified depreci

ation account should be ineligible for the first-year depreci

ation allowance.

The only detailed record that should be

required of an SBE that has elected simplified depreciation

is a listing, at original cost, of all assets on hand that
compose the balance of the asset (control)

account.

The SBE must establish separate-item or multiple-asset

accounts for acquisitions of equipment or buildings that
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bring the cumulative investment, computed at adjusted basis,

beyond the $500,000 ceilings for equipment and buildings.

In some cases, the cost of a particular asset will be di

vided between the simplified account and the conventional
account.

The SBE frequently will acquire used assets, and

the same method should apply to equipment and buildings,

whether new or used.

If the firm loses its SBE status in

the future, depreciation should continue under the simpli

fied depreciation system for existing assets.

Any further

additions must be depreciated under conventional, or CLADR,

methods.
If retirements from the simplified asset account and

depreciation provisions in the simplified reserve account
bring the adjusted basis of the cumulative investment below

the $500,000 ceiling, the SBE can transfer assets, or por

tions of assets, being depreciated under conventional or
CLADR methods to the simplified account.

The new total

must not exceed the $500,000 ceiling.
The flexible deduction procedure will be useful to
an SBE that is sustaining operating losses and that may

be unable to utilize its carryovers before their expiration.
In addition, the flexible deduction may be attractive if
the SBE anticipates higher income tax brackets in future

years.

The depreciation deduction must follow the SBE’s

recording in the simplified depreciation accounts.
In addition to providing a much simpler depreciation
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computation, the proposed system is suited to incentive

measures enacted by Congress, such as an additional per

centage upon the depreciation otherwise taken during a
particular year.

Congress can confine this premium depre

ciation to SBEs, and deny it to other taxpayers, by re
stricting its application to assets being depreciated under

the simplified accounting.
The excess,

if any, of the total reserve account balance

over the total asset account should be transferred at year-

end to income (to ordinary depreciation recapture income
in the case of equi
pment, and allocated between such income
and sec. 1231 profit in the case of buildings).

Any year-

end debit balance in the reserve account should be charged

to expense as a sec. 1231 loss.

In the case of a like-kind property exchange, the cost
of the transferred asset should not be removed from the
asset or reserve accounts, cash boot paid should be added

to the asset account, and cash boot received should be
credited to the reserve account.
The SBE must make a memorandum computation of the ad

justed basis of the transferred asset, which is added to

the cash boot paid, in order to determine the basis of the
asset received for computation of the investment credit.

In view of the potential impact on revenue, the sub
committee makes no recommendations for revision of invest

ment credit useful-life brackets.
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However, we believe that

a simplified bracket system may be useful, particularly
if the IRS publishes shortened lives for the simplified

depreciation asset accounts.
The simplified depreciation proposal contains the

following similarities to the 1979 Capital Cost Recovery

Bill:
.

Flexible deduction each year up to the maximum allow

able declining balance amount.
.

Elimination of the estimated salvage amount.

.

Same rules for new and used assets.
The simplified depreciation system is different from

the bill in the following respects:

.

There is a full-year convention (12 months depreci
ation is taken for assets acquired within a taxable

year).

.

The capital cost recovery is nonelective.

.

Under the simplified system, the asset is considered
acquired only when it is placed in service; under the
capital cost recovery system, the asset is considered

to have been acquired earlier when there are advance
payments.

.

Only a maximum adjusted bases total of $500,000 for
equipment and for buildings can be depreciated under

the simplified accounts.
The simplified depreciation system does not contain

a provision for arbitrary investment credit lives because
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"

that provision involves substantive legislative policy.
Exhibit 3 illustrates asset classes and lives, and

exhibit 4 illustrates acquisition, depreciation, and re

tirement of assets under the simplified system.
Exhibit 3
ILLUSTRATION OF ASSET CLASSES AND LIVES

Equipment:

Useful life

Office equipment andfurnishings

6 years

Motor vehicles

4

"

Aircraft

5

"

Shop and factory equipment

7

"

Small tools

2

"

Buildings:

Office

25 years

Warehouse

30

"

Repair shop

20

"

Factory

25

Farm

20

The office equipment life generally is taken from the

present CLADR lower limit for classes 00.11, 00.12, and

00.13.

Vehicles are taken as the average of the lower limit

for CLADR classes 00.22, 00.23, and 00.24.
taken from class 00.21.
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Aircraft is

Plant equipment reflects some incentive features rela

tive to typical class lives provided for various manufacturing

industries.
01.3.

The farm building life is the same as class

No CLADR classes or lives have been prescribed for

other buildings.

The lives shown are considered reasonable

for the smaller buildings that would be included in the

simplified system.

A taxpayer who wishes to use a shorter CLADR life can,

of course, elect the CLADR system.
Exhibit 4
ILLUSTRATION OF ACCOUNTING ENTRIES
Office Equipment:

Date
7-1-80
12-1-80
3-1-81
9-1-81
12-1-81
2-1-82
10-1-82
12-1-83
4-1-84

Description

Asset
Credit
Balance

Debit

Typewriter purchase
Desk purchase
Computer purchase
Typewriter sale
Carpet installation
Office remodeling
Dictating system purchase
Dictating equipment sale
Computer sale

$

500
800
25,000

$ 1,300
$

500

3,000
8,000
5,000

28,800
41,800
36,800
11,800

5,000
25,000

Depreciation Reserve

Date

12-31-80
9-1-81
12-31-81
12-31-82
7-1-83
12-1-83
12-31-83
4-1-84
12-31-84
12-31-84

Description

Debit

Depreciation for year
Typewriter sale
Depreciation for year
Depreciation for year
Computer trade
Dictating equipment sale
Depreciation for year
Computer sale
Depreciation for year
Depreciation recapture
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$
$

500

5,000

25,000
6,180

Credit

Balance

433
600
9,422
10,615
4,000
4,000
4,410
15,000
-

$

433
533
9,955
20,570
24,570
23,570
27,980
17,980
17,980
11,800

Explanation
All acquisitions of office equipment, furniture, and

furnishings are recorded in the open-end (multiyear), multiple
asset account.

The only subsidiary record required is a

list of property acquired that shows the date, description,

and original cost.

Assets sold should be removed from this

detail list, and the total, therefore, should agree with

the balance in the asset account at all times.

The depreci

ation reserve is a residual account, and no detail or support
ing record is involved.

Depreciation has been computed using a six-year useful
life and the double-declining-balance method.

Depreciation

is taken for a full year in the year of acquisition, and

no depreciation is computed in the year of disposition.

The depreciation base each year, therefore, is the net of
the asset account balance minus the depreciation reserve

account balance at year-end, after all other entries have
been made to the asset and the depreciation reserve accounts.

This net balance then is multiplied by one third to reflect
the life and method stated.

Asset sales are recorded by crediting the original
cost of the asset to the asset account and charging the

same cost depreciation reserve account.

are credited to the depreciation reserve.

The sale proceeds
The only entry

made for a trade is to charge the asset account for cash
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boot paid (or credit the reserve account for boot received)
No depreciation is allowable for any year in which
the depreciation reserve is equal to the asset account.

Any excess of the depreciation reserve over the asset ac
count is charged to the reserve, then credited to ordinary

depreciation recapture income.
Thus, the 1980 depreciation is one third of $1,300,
whereas the 1981 depreciation is one third of the net
$28,267

($28,800 asset balance minus $533 reserve balance).

A full year’s depreciation is taken in 1980 for the type
writer and desk purchases, and in 1981 for the computer

purchase and carpet installation.
No depreciation is taken in 1981 for the typewriter
sold that year.

This sale produces a net $100 increase

in the depreciation reserve because the $600 sales price
is $100 larger than the $500 original cost.

This increase

in the reserve reduces the net asset investment upon which

the 1981 depreciation is computed.
For 1982 a full year’s depreciation is taken on the

office remodeling and dictating system purchase for the
year, and the $10,615 provision is one third of the $31,845
net of the $41,800 asset cost and $9,955 reserve balance.

No other entries are required in the depreciation reserve

for 1982 because no assets are retired during the year.

In 1983 the old computer is traded in for a new com
puter, and the $4,000 cash boot received is credited to
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the reserve account.

A notation is made on the detail list

of assets to substitute the new computer description for

the old.

The dictating equipment sale produces a $1,000

net decrease in the depreciation reserve, inasmuch as the

$4,000 sale price is $1,000 smaller than the $5,000 original
cost.

The 1983 depreciation expense is one third of the

$13,230 net of the $36,000 remaining original asset cost

minus the $23,570 depreciation reserve balance, adjusted
for the 1983 retirement.

The 1984 computer sale brings the asset account down

to an $11,800 balance, which is smaller than the $17,980

opening balance in the depreciation reserve.
no depreciation is allowable in 1984.

Accordingly,

Furthermore, the

$6,180 excess of the depreciation reserve is eliminated
from the reserve and reported as ordinary depreciation re

capture income.
The SBE can choose, on an annual basis, not to deduct
the full amount of allowable depreciation, but rather to

take a smaller deduction or none at all.

The actual amount

deducted would be recorded in the depreciation reserve

account.
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